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Here are Kiko and Pipa. Pipa looks after Kiko, who learns a lot watching clever Pipa. They love each other and spend a lot of time together playing and talking.
And this… is the magic whistle! Whenever Kiko blows it, Pipa magically appears. Pipa is always there for Kiko!

FLUII FLUII! goes the magic whistle.
“What’s that? asks Kiko”.

“This is a screen. Screens are like magic windows to another world”, answers Pipa.

“Tell me more about that world!”

“It is a place where you can learn lots of things, and have fun with friends from everywhere on the planet”, explains Pipa.
“But it can be dangerous, Kiko. You must be very wise”.

“I am super, super wise!” says Kiko.

“OK, well, I will tell you the golden rules for screens, listen carefully”. 
ONE
Asking before using a screen.

TWO
Thinking before doing anything.
And **THREE** … seeking help if I need it! adds Kiko.

“That’s right, Kiko! Near a screen, always have your magic whistle. And if you need help...”
Hey Kiko! Come and play with me! Make funny faces and I’ll take pictures!
Hey, I can’t catch them all!!
A Manyme appears and starts eating the pictures. Manymes have a special power. When they eat just one picture, they create thousands of them!

Stop! They’re mine!

“CROW, CROW! They’re mine, now!” the Manyme laughs, flying away.

FLUII FLUII! Kiko blows the whistle.
Pipa is here to help now!

Pipa! Help me catch my pictures!

Swif swif! Pipa and Kiko collect all the pictures. Right on time! The Manyme flies away.

“What an adventure! Let’s go home now, Kiko!”
It’s bath time! Splish splash!
Kiko loves flying fish.
The door opens and Skrin comes in.

“Hey, Kiko! You are so cute with all those bubbles! Can I take a picture?” asks Skrin.

“NO!” shouts Kiko blowing a lot of bubbles towards the screen.

“Okeydokey, Kiko,” says Skrin, flying away.
What a day! Kiko feels exhausted.

“Time to go to bed, Kiko!” says Pipa.

“Okeydokey,” says sleepy Kiko.
“Kiko, can I take a picture for our album?” asks Pipa.

Not today, Pipa, I am tired.

Sure, Kiko. It’s alright to say no.
Can you remember the lessons Kiko learnt about taking pictures?

**ONE**
I always ask for permission first.

**TWO**
My image is mine!

“Everybody must ask permission before taking a picture of me,” says Kiko.

“...and nobody, should EVER take pictures of you naked,” adds Pipa.
THREE
I have the right to say no!

“And if you don’t know what to do...” says Pipa.

FLUI FLUI!
“Very good, Kiko. It has been a day full of adventures! I’ll whistle your favourite song and you’ll soon be asleep”. 
And while Pipa whistles, Kiko starts dreaming of candies growing everywhere.
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